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Nixon departs for Red China
after government invitation;
expected to meet with Mao

LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Former
President Richard Nixon departs ioday
for Communist China, where he went
four years ago as America's chief
executive.
This time he travels as a private
citizen, the guest of Communist China.
In February 1972 Nixon, the
one-time
fervid
anti-Communist,
landed in Peking on his official visit.
He
was
accompanied then by
numerous advisers and swarms of
newsman who reported his every
move.
THIS
MORNING,
Nixon,
his wife and two aides will board a
Chinese
jet
airliner
at
an

»)

An
Independent
Student
Voice

out-of-the-way hangar at Los Angeles
International Airport. A Boeing 707
from mainland China was serviced at
Vancouver
International
Airport
yesterday and will take the Nixons
first to Anchorage, Alaska, and then to
Tokyo before the final leg to Peking
tomorrow.
The itinerary in China has not been
disclosed, but Nixon reportedly will
meet with Communist party Chairman
Mao Tse-tung, who welcomed Nixon's
daughter Julie and son-in-law David
Eisenhower on a 12-day visit to China
last month.
President Ford has said the visit
would
have
no foreign
policy

implications for the United States.
"He is not going there involving any
foreign policy matters," Ford said at a
press conference earlier this week. "He
is going as a guest of the Chinese
government and he is going as a private
citizen. He has not had any special
briefings."
Presidential Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said: "There is no significance
attached by the White House to the
invitation."
SPOKESMEN
for
the former
president said Nixon would use his
own funds to pay any costs of the
personal aspects of the trip not borne
hy the Chinese government.

me BG news

The visit, Nixon's first venture .
outside the United States since his
resignation in the wake of the
Watergate scandal, comes at the
repeated invitation of Chinese leaders.
Nixon has lived at his San Clcmente
estate since he quit the presidency 18
months ago.
A spokesman for the Secret Service
said an undisclosed number of Secret
Service agents, normally assigned to
Nixon as a former president, will make
the trip at the expense of the U.S.
government.
Nixon is reportedly scheduled to
return to California on Feb. 29.
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Hearst balks during testimony
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) ~ Patricia
Hearst invoked her 5th Ainendment
privilege against self-incrimination five
times yesterday during a heated legal
argument over whether jurors should
hear about a mysterious year in her
underground travels.
With the jury out of
the room,
Hearst's attorney, F. Lee Bailey
accused the prosecutor of trying to
obtain information from his young
client for use against her "in another
criminal
proceedings"
in
the
Sacramento area.
"I .efuse to answer on the grounds
that I
may
incriminate myself,"
Hearst said in response to the
questions by VS. Ally. James
Browning.
THEN THE judge, saying he was
mindful of rumors that
Hearst
might be indicted for a second bank
robbery, refused to force her to speak
of her whereabouts after September.
1974. Her account of her travels given
in direct testimony ended then.
Browning has sought to introduce
evidence that would
possibly tic
Hearst to plans lor other bank
robberies alter she returned to the
West Coast one year before her
capture last fall.
Bailey, who told reporters outside
of court he no longer considered his

client 3 victim of brainwashing, has
maintained that evidence is irrelevant
to the April 15. 1974 bank holdup for
which she is on trial.
In her first full day under
cross-examination, the defendant also
said that in looking back, she feels that
perhaps she should have risked her life

and
attempted
to
leave
the
Symbionesc Liberation Army (SLA)
when given a choice about two weeks
after the h.mk robbery.
Browning had
asked
Hearst
whether
SLA
chieftain
Donald
"Cinque" DcFicc/c had in reality
given her the choice of freedom or

remaining behind to fight, as she
indicated in a taped "communique"
from the underground
"THAT WAS what he told me. but
tli.ii wasn't a choice." she said,
repeating again her contention that she
would have been killed if she had tried
to walk away.

AAPLA demands withdrawal of troops
By The Associated Press
The
Soviet-backed
Popular
Movement
(MPLA)
yesterday
demanded the "immediate and total
withdrawal" ol South African troops
from Angola to pievent further
bloodshed.
Japan said, meanwhile, it is ready to
recogni/e the MPLA as the legal
Angolan government.
The MPLA. in a Radio Luanda
broadcast monitored in Johannesburg.
also Mid that il agues not to attack
neighboring countiies and has called
for guaiantces that there will be no
attacks on Angola.
THE MPLA statement appealed to
outline official policy and possibly the
basis of an accord with South Africa,
Zaire and Zambia, which have all

supported Western-backed factions in
Angola against the MPLA.
More than 60 countries, including
France and Britain, already have
recognized the MPLA government. A
Japanese Foreign Ministry spokesman
said today that Japan will recogm/e it
today "because it seems to have
Control over a large area" of Angola,
The MPLA broadcast also warned
unnamed countiies against promoting
subversive activities against the MPLA
and
said
such
actions
would
undermine the MPLA's respect foi
international agreements.
This appeared to be a reference to
the South African-financed, $300
million Cunene River hydroelectric
and inigation project built about 15
miles north of Angola's southern
border with South-West Africa, the
onetime German colony now under

disputed

South

AI r i c a n

administration.
SOUTH AFRICA has refused to
withdraw Hoops guarding the project,
started while Angola was still under
Portuguese administration, until the
MPI A guaiantces its safety and
promises not to violate the border
with South-West Africa.
South Africa has said in the past it
would
be
willing
to
sign
a
nonaggression treaty with any black
African state.
The mention of respect for
international agreements could mean
the MPLA is willing to go along with
agreements over the Cuncnc River
project, originally reached between
Portugal and South Africa, if South
Africa withdraws its estimated 2.500
to 5,000 lroops in the area

Ford's veto of public works bill upheld
Layla, a seven-and-onr-half month old part Labrador, waits
anxiously outside the Union for her owner. The "sorry no pets"
sign seems to go unnoticed by her. although it wasn't by her
owner. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

WASHINGTON
(AP) - President
Ford's veto of a $6.1 billion publicworks jobs bill was upheld yesterday
when the Senate failed to muster the
two-thirds margin needed to override.
The vote in the Senate was 63 to 35
to override, three short of the
necessary margin.
The Senate voted less than three
hours after the House supported
overriding the veto hy a 319-98

margin. 41 votes more
necessary two-thirds.

than

the

THE FAILURE of the Senate to
override was a victory for the
President, whose lobbyists had been
pessimistic about the chances of
sustaining a veto.
Ford picked up nine Republican
votes while losing two Democrats,
compared to the vote when the bill

SGA senator not asked to resign
By Rob Ark v. right
Staff Reporter

:

Due to a misinterpretation of the
Student
Government
Association
(SGA) constitution, Student Sen
Bradley Bauer will not be asked to
resign hi., senate position as announced
at the SGA meeting Wednesday night
SGA Vice President David Crowl
said that he misread the constitution
when he announced that Bauer would
be asked to resign. The constitution
states that "all members will be
allowed two absences per term of
office." Crowl said that he made an
error in interpreting the constitution
to mean that a senator would b- asked
to resign it he misses two meetings.
With the resignation of interim Sen
James Sluzewski, SGA was faced with
the problem of finding a replacement
to serve a three-week term until Sen.
Virginia
McCee
returns
from
Washington, D.C. to resume her duties
next quarter.

SENATE VOTED to allow the 13
student senators-elect to choose one
senator-elect to fill the vacancy. The
recently elected senators will take
office at the beginning of fall quarter
but will seive internships with the
current senate throughout spring
quarter.
In other business, Crowl reported
on the presentation of SGA*s request
for funding for 1976-77 before the
Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocation (ACGFA). Crowl called the
$11,000 requested by SGA for next
year's
operating
budget
"a
comfortable figure, but the most
minimum figure" that SGA can receive
and still operate effectively.
Crowl
also
asked
senate to
investigate
the
possibility
of
contributing to the legislative resource
center sponsored by the Ohio Student
Association (OSA).
Crowl said membership in the

resource center, which prints a
newsletter concerning various bills
pending in the state legislature which
affect students, would be valuable to
SGA particularly to the SGA office of
state and community affairs.
Coordinator of Academic Affairs
Mary Helen Framme announced that
she would be undertaking two projects
that would require help from the
recently elected student Senate.

Mark
Swabley. senior (A&S).
reported that Sen. Timothy McGee is
tabulating
results
of a
survey
measuring student opinion on what
use should be made of the property
across from Conklin Hall.
When the results of, the survey have
been tabulated, they will be submitted
to the University President Hollis
Moore Jr.

originally passed the Senate last July
29.
White House lobbyists never held
out much hope of blocking an override
in the House, which passed the bill by
a 4 to I margin.
The
Democratic
congressional
leadership contended the measure
would create up to 800.000 publicworks jobs.
In his veto message last Friday.
Foid disputed that claim.
'THE TRUTH is that this bill
would do little to create jobs for the
unemployed," the President said.
"Moreover, this bill has so many
deficiencies and undesirable provisions
that it would do more harm than
good," he added. "While it is
represented as the solution to our
unemployment problems, in fact, it is
little more than an election pork
barrel."
Ford also contended that it would
cost $25,000 for every job created by
the bill.

Alternative measures were filed by
Republicans in the House and Senate.
Their sponsors contended they would
create more jobs faster and at a lower
cost.
DURING THE debate, Republican
minority leader John Rhodes of
Arizona
voiced
administration
arguments that the bill would spend
"tax dollars for leaf-raking jobs."
Rhodes added il would take a year for
the jobs created by the Democratic bill
to be available.

Weather
Partly cloudy and colder today
with a chance of snow mixed with
rain later this afternoon. Chance
of precipitation 30 per cent today
and 50 per cent tonight and
tomorrow. High today near 40
low tonight 10.

THE FACULTY Senate Legislative
Liason Committee, which is designed
to bring state legislators to campus and
to acquaint them with problems at the
University, is estimating the number of
students who reside in each state
congressional and senate district.
Framme said.
Framme also asked for senate
assistance in working with Dr. Michael
Marsden, assistant professor of popular
culture, on the publication of a
detailed course information sheet.

State house passes railroad aid bill
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
ill-fated Issue 8 of last fall's general
election, trounced by voters at the
polls, was resurrected on the House
floor yesterday and unanimously
recommended for passage.
The
proposed
constitutional
amendment, which would allow state
money
to
be
spent
on
government-created railroads such as
Amtrak or the new ConRail, was
passed 87-0 by the House and sent to
the Senate.
If approved there, it will be on
Ohio's June 8 primary election ballot.

,'\

THE NEW version ft sponiored by

Rep. Arthur Wilkowski (D-Toledo).
who also sponsored the original Issue
8. Wilkowski told the House he would
prefer to drop-the matter, but that it is
too important to Ohio.
"If anybody's got a right to be sick
and tired of this, I do." Wilkowski
said.
But he said if the amendment is not
eventually approved. Ohio could be
barred from receiving about $9 million
in federal subsidy money for Ohio rail
track now marked for abandonment.
The money is included in rail
continuation subsidies for the branch
track but Ohio cannot use it because
of the constitutional prohibition

against using state funds to aid a
private corporation.
Under federal
law. the
new
Consolidated Rail Corp. (ConRail) is a
private corporation, although it is
federally funded at present.
THE FEDERAL subsidies would
allow Ohio to continue operations on
the abandoned lines or to purchase the
track.
"We can't get a penny for Ohio
unless this particular proposal passes in
the House today," Wilkowski said.
After
the
unanimous
House
approval. Wilkowski predicted quick
approval in the Senate.

Board costs for on-campus students will remain $175 a quarter this spring,
according to Dr. Elton Ringer, associate vice president of resource planning.
"I do not believe there is any thought being given to increasing board costs this
spring," he said yesterday.
But Dr. Ringer said he did not know if board costs would rise fall quarter.
"Nobody knows yet. You're asking the question too soon," he said.
The residence hall and dining hall budgets are being reviewed by budget
committees and wl be presented to the Board of Trustees at their next meeting,
May II.
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nixon visit wasted

eDueRiaLS
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WASHINGTON-"! don't think that
anybody in our government knew that
he was going. 1 know that neither
Henry nor I did. The Chinese, for
reasons best known to themselves,
invited him. He made his decision to
go
without
any
consultation
previously with us."
Those words, uttered as carefully
and as coolly as President Ford could
make them, tell us a lot more about
Richard Nixon than they do about the
inscrutable Chinese he will be seeing in
Peking later this month.
They tell us. first, that the former
president worked out the deal secretly
with China's leaders-and apparently
didn't care if the news surprised, even
shocked. Mr. Ford and Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger.

sga just can't get
anything right
The Student Government Association (SGA) has tarnished its
reputation a little bit more, this time by unnecessarily removing one
of its own members.
At its meeting Wednesday night, SGA members ousted Senator
Bradley Bauer because he had missed two meetings since its new
constitution was approved. It was determined that this was in
violation of rules and would have to give up his seat.
After this announcement was made by David Crowl, SGA vice
president, the senate promptly provided for the filling of that seat by
a senator-elect who was to be named later.
Yesterday, however, it was revealed that the SGA constitution was
misread and that a senator could not be thrown out until he missed a
third meeting.
By looking at the constitution, it easily can be seen that the rules
allow for the elimination of a senator only if he misses more than
two meetings, not just two meetings.
By making this blunder, SGA once again has made a grave mistake
while doing what it thought was the right thing to do.
Stopping and looking more closely at business such as this in the
future will help the reputation and effectiveness of the student
government.

SECONDLY. MR. FORD'S words
remind us that the old Nixon ego is
intact and unchanged since his purging
from the presidency in 1974. Nixon
still puts personal gratification ahead

of everything else, as he so amply
demonstrated by the way he dealt
with his associates and the country
during the Watergate days.
Moreover. Mr. Ford knows now-if
ever he had any doubts-that his
gracious but untimely pardon of
Nixon is apt to be rewarded from time
to time with acts of deliberate
mischief and
insult
from
San
Clemente.
Nixon defenders already are out
with an explanation. It sounds like a
cover-up. Why. this is just an innocent
private visit by a private citizen. It is
merely a symbolic gesture by guest

and host on the fourth anniversary of
the new open-door policy between the
U.S. and the People's Republic of
China.
Of course, we are told, the Nixon
trip might have some importance (has
the
man
ever
done
anything
unimportant?)
by
helping
Mao
Tse-tung preserve
(he American
connection at a time when China is
undergoing a fierce internal struggle
for leadership.
IF EITHER ONE or both of these
explanations can be justified, why did
Nixon keep his trip plans secret from
Mr. Ford or from Kissinger?
Because, apparently, Nixon did not
want to be dissuaded fiom a chance to
make a dramatic re-entry on the publicstage, no mallei what foreign policy
considerations might be laised. Or
what political impact his trip might
have on Mr. Ford's chances of beating
Ronald Reagan in the New Hampshire
primary on Feb. 24, just three days

THIS. COUNTY Judge Bdwitd
Dixon said, was "belittling the court."
so he ups and pulls in the aforesaid
mocker and Ralph Clark, publisher of
the Grand Island Daily Independent.
and rcquiies both men to show cause
why they should not be cited foi
contempt of Court.
Upon Dieis' promise to cease and
desist fiom his caieei of mockciy. the
judge said the claims of justice had
been satisfied.
Mi. ("ink has not been so lucky. As
of this writing, he is still trying to save
himself from the punishment winch, in
the eyes of the Ncbiaska bench, he
doubtless richly deseives.
Presumably after some more weeks
of supplication befoie a succession of
capricious black-robed jurispiudes.
Clark will find one with a sense of
justice and be dischaiged. The time,
grief and lawyers bills he can swallov.
and put down as the cost of doing
business in a country whose judiciary
is out of control.
JUDGES ARE running school
systems and hospitals, poking then
noses into everybody's business and
increasingly using their powers to
force the press to keep silent about it
Not long ago an Illinois judge
ordered the Rockford Register-Stai to
stop calling the chief deputy court
clerk of Winnebago County a political
hack. It seems that the alleged hack
was suing the Register-Star
for
printing such libels and the judge
wanted public silence to assure the
accuser a fair trial.
The Register -Star gag order, since
declared
unconstitutional by
an
Illinois Appellate Court, is the first
instance of judicial censorship in a
civil, as opposed to a criminal case. >f
the pattern holds it won't be the last,
and the same appeals courts which

The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

|
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To anyone familiar with diplomatic
procedure, the scenario made one
thing perfectly clear. Nixon and the
Chinese wanted no interference from
the president. Kissinger or anyone else.
IT'S ALSO CLEAR that Mao knew
in advance that he would follow the
trip announcement the next day with
the sensational disclosure of Hua
Kuo-fcng's appointment as the new
acting premier. That rattling news,
completely unexpected in the outside
world, probably wasn't even shared
with Nixon.

j
*,
j
i
a

That might bruise the Nixon ego.
but it would not diminish his ,
acknowledged
reputation as
the
president who charted a new course
for American diplomacy with China
and the Soviet Union.
x

let's hear from you

;
j ■.
f
;
:
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I

That is an insulting way to use a
former president and Nixon must
know that even if the Chinese
government doesn't know or doesn't
care. He can. if he desires, make
amends for his unbecoming behavior
by canceling out on the trip before
that Chinese plane lands on Feb. 21.

won't tolerate it now will begin to
accede to the pressure
from their
fellow judges.
That was the sequence of events
leading up to the application of
adhesive tape over the media mouth
by Lincoln County Nebraska District
Judge Hugh Stuart. (What's with the
Nebraska bench?)
JUDGE STUART wouldn't let
the reporters in to witness the jury

selection process unless they agreed to
write what he wanted them to about
the trial of a varlet named Edwin
Simanls. who was subsequently
convicted of six counts of fiisl-degree
murder.
Twenty yeais ago such judicial
conduct would have been unheard of,
but in the intervening lime the long
black gown crowd has, inch by inch,
been eliminating oui forrnci right to a
public trial.
The origin of gag ordeis was the
belief
that
pre-trial
publicity
jeopardized a defendant's right to a
fair trial. That notion has gradually
been lengthened to the pioposilion
that any publicity endangers a fair
trial. There are judges and lawyer! who
say they shouldn't even talk about a
case on appeal.
As is so often the case with judicial
decisions, there is no evidence showing
beyond a reasonable doubt that
publicity deprives anyone of a fair
trial.
IN POLITICAL tri.ls gag orders
facilitate the judge lynching the
defendant. The Immediate beneficiary
of a gag would seem to be the judge.
What
better
way
to
shield
i II c o in p e t e n c e .
ignorance,
drunkenness, cruelty and sloth on the
bench?
Judges are rapidly catching up to
doctors, journalists and plumbers in
the unpopularity contest. It's not just
busing and prayer either. It's their
inability
to
run
their
courts
expeditiously, their indifference to the
costs their cumbersome, nit-picking
procedural verbosity imposes on the
hard-working, and their inabiltiy to
put dangerous criminals in jail and
keep them there.
An American judge would let
Heinrich Himmler run around loose
after conviction while his honor
waited three months for the social
workers to think up reasons to give old
Hand a suspended sentence.
The turn-of-thc-century movement
for judicial recall laws was born of a
similar disgust at judges' misfeasance.
The boys in the black sheets had best
be warned.

:

The Nixon visit to Peking, in other
words, is going to be used by Mao fur
internal political reasons as well as to
remind
Mr.
Ford
that
Chinese-American
relations
aren't ;
quite as harmonious today as they
were when Mao and Nixon first j
signaled the breakthrough in 1972.

the black
sheet bunch
WASHINGTON - Don Diere. a
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
dealer
in
Grand Island, Neb., is probably the
first man in the sorry history of
American jurisprudence to be yanked
into a courtroom and accused of
"making a mockery of the criminal
justice system" because he put an ad
in the paper to sell his cars.
Mr. Diers made mock of the
criminal justice system by buying an
ad in the Grand Island
Daily
Independent
which
showed
an
obviously make-believe front page of a
newspaper called "The Diers' Daily."
This fictitious facsimile displayed a
photograph of the mocker of criminal
justice, himself, drawings of a number
of
Ford pickup trucks with their
prices and a "headline" that read;
"Diers Goes Free -- Judge Orders
Instructed Verdict of Not Guilty iSays
If:Anyone Should Be On Trial It
Would Be Diers Competitors for Over
Pricing Their Cars and Service Work.
Spectators Jamming Courtroom Cheer
Verdict. Many Said They Will Go
Directly
to
Don
Dieis'
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury To Gel In On
the Big Savings!"

after a special Chinese plane picks up
Mr. Nixon id California.
The Chinese government, it seems.
was just as devious. It kept its
arrangements with Nixon secret from
the White House until everything was
set. Mr. Ford's first notification came
from White House security affairs
adviser Brent Scowcroft, after a visit
by Han Hsu. head of the Chinese
liaison
office.
The
official
announcement from Peking came the
next morning.

>CU PfoBABLY ARE VWPERING WW V/E ASK VttJ BACK, MR. NlXON — ALLOWING ARE LIST OF
OUISTANPIN6 TAX£S, LANDING FEES, RXM AND BOARD, ENimkiMm, 7RAVH &PBGB...'

Lerrers
poor letter

situation helore act'iallv experiencing
it.

Letter sections of newspapers are
usually very illuminating in that
people can express their views and
then receive feedback from other
readers. The feedback is usuulK
critical and can. at best, point out
flaws in one's opinions or at least force
one to examine one's views. These
goals never seem to be met in our own
BG News

THE MEETING will offer a panel
discussion with six ait educators from
northwest Ohio including elemental y
and high school instructors, an art
coordinator, the supervisor of art
teachers at IK. and a recent student
teacher of art.

A letter will appeal expressing
opinion 'A' followed by i wry critical
reloit. The aigur.ient in the fiist letter
is rarely refuted and the response
letter, in essence, calls the first guy an
asshole.
A recent example is Howard
Lester's letter in which he voiced
support for capital punishment for
convicted
murderers
and
then
proceeded to support his view. This
view was then challenged by Bruce
May in his letter of Jan. 28.
Instead of voicing his disagreement
and then offering support for it. he
spent most of his reply in a sarcastic
escapade In which he had people being
executed for stealing french bread.
Nowhere in Mr. Lester's letter does
he state that the death sentence should
be used in any case other than murder.
In conclusion. Mr. May. you may
have a very valid opinion but it has not
been expressed. I suggest you examine
your motives before wnting to a
newspaper again. If it's just to see your
name in print, don't write. If, however
you have something to say. say it
outright, you are a rather poor
sarcastic wit.
Jeff Whitney
322 East Merry Street

come for oaeo
This letter is directed toward all art
majors in the College of Education and
the art faculty. You are invited to
attend a seminar-type meeting of the
Northwest
Ohio
Art
Education
Association (OAEA).
The topic of the meeting is "Student Teacher •■ How to Use One;
How to Be One." It all came about
because some of the students now
enrolled in the two art ed courses the
University offers felt the need for
additional exposure to a classroom

Hopefully, these speakers who are
very much a part of the actual
teaching realm can answer any
questions asked by the student and
faculty audience. Maybe then, those in
ittendance will more completely
understand responsibilities involved in
student art teaching. Ideally, this
program can be a start to a more
effective student teaching program in
ait.
The meeting will be held tomorrow.
Feb. 21. from 91 | :30 a.m. in the Fine
Arts Building in room 204. There will
ilso be an exhibit of student artwork
done in the elementary ant' high
schools represented by their attending
instructors.
Even if you're an underclassman
and you're just thinking about an art
teaching career, this meeting might be
just what you need. Please make an
effort to attend.

;
Does it make sense to begin
construction
Ml
numerous
new
facilities when the vital tunctions of
such an impoi tant service as the Health
("enter cannot be maintained''
Does it make sense to curtail the
services of a Health Center that are in
constant demand rather than facing up
to the true responsibility ol solving its
financial pioblem?
And finally, does it make sense that
a tentative decision of such magnitude,
with such fai-reaching consequences
for all concerned, could be reached by
any Board of Trustees without the
positive consensus of students, parent!
and alumni'1
We cannot answer in the affirmative
to any of the above questions nor
could anyone else who has the welfare
of the student population foremost in
mind.
We have appreciated the line health
care which the University Health
Center has provided us. And we would
hope that University officials will he
far-sighted enough to realize that
expansion is the key word in
adequately meeting the medical needs
of a thriving university community.
Reduction
is not
a "sensible"
alternative.

health center
As
present
residents of the
University Health Center, we would
like to express our views concerning
the elimination of 24-hour health care
and
in-patient
services.
The
justification for this cut-back is said to
be financial in nature with Wood
County Hospital absorbing the influx
of
unattended
student
medical
complications. We feel it's time
someone used a little common sense.
Does it make sense to expect a
county hospital to adequately fulfill
the unique medical needs of a
university community?
Does it make sense to send an
overflow of student patients to an
already overcrowded county hospital?
DOES IT make sense to require
students to limit their medical needs
to a rigid 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. schedule?

you had a grand old time with tne
seventeen dollars you made on the
deal. After all. your happiness is my
concern.
Lori Moseovic
340 Ashley

acs buttons
Have you noticed those buttons and
signs all over campus and wonder what
it meant. Send a Mouse to College?
The American Cancer Society is
trying to collect money to buy mice to
be used in cancer research.
On Saturday. Feb. 21. 1976 a
tea is being sponsored by Angel Flight
and Arnold Air Society, at the
Common! starling at 8 p.m. The
admission is SI .50 for all the beer you
can drink and a sound system. All
proceeds will go to the American
Cancer Society to buy mice to bo sent
to college for cancer research projects.
It is a very worthwhile cause and we
hope everyone will coine and give a
lilllc of yourselves for others and have
fun doing it.
Terri Niebes
450 S. Enterpnse No.3

Mike Risli
6.1 Rodgers

and 18 othei residents
of the Health Center.

Esther Vamasey
120 Treadway
Student Chapter OAEA
School of Ait

Copyright. 1976. Universal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News

thanks loads
I would just like to say thank you
to the person who so courteously stole
my books from the University
Bookstore on Wednesday morning
(around I I a.m. in case you forgot).
Thank you for causing myself and the
bookstore unneeded hassles. Thank
you for proving to me that there are
still people who are selfish and
inconsiderate and cannot be trusted,
contrary to popular belief.
I admit it was my fault for not
locking them. And I also admit that it
was my fault for thinking five minutes
would not make that much difference.
But I guess it did.
To many people this may sound
trivial. But I am not the only person
who has had similar and more
expensive items stolen from them
during this year and other years. It's
just that small incidents like this one
sooner or later help build the barrier
of mistrust between individuals.
Oh yes. in case you were worried, I
did get my books back. And I hope
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Britain urges surrender
LONDON (AP) - Britain urged South Africa yesterday
to surrender the disputed land of Namibia, or South-West
Africa, within a year or face another Angola-type conflict.
A Namibian guerrilla leader raised the same prospect. saying
his people "reserve the right" to call for Cuban
intervention.
David Ennals. minister of state for foreign affairs,
enunciating British government policy, also pressed
Rhodesia's white minority rulers to^ seize "their last
chance" of averting a racial bloodbath that could draw
Cuban and other Communist forces into the struggle.
ENNALS, in a policy speech to the Royal
Commonwealth and African Societies, said South Africa's
occupation of Namibia, a foimer German protectorate, "is
unlawful and she should withdraw within a year to permit
the election of a government under UN supervision."
He said unless South Africans come to terms with their
neighbors quickly, then "for the first time the black
population may be influenced by material as well as moral
support from outside."
Ennals said the Soviet press has served notice that the
Cuban-Soviet role in Angola is only a stepping-stone toward
the development of "liberation struggles" for the black
majorities in Namibia, Rhodesia and South Africa itself.
Ennals also said "it would be madness" for any British
government to commit troops to protect the whites of
Africa against the black majority.

Welder

Charles Sleek of Art Iron, Toledo, weld* the new steps inside the Centre* Building.
(Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

BUT HE left open the door for a limited British
"policing operation" in Rhodesia, provided it swiftly ends
its decade-long breakaway from Britain and in the event of
Cuban or Soviet intervention.

lit* %vs notes TV show includes 'artistic' nudity
Relocation camps
WASHINGTON (API - Pledging "that this kind of
error shall never be made again." President Ford
yesterday formally lifted the World War II order that
sent 112,000 Japanese-Americans into relocation camps.
His proclamation to that effect was 34 years from the
day that President Franklin Roosevelt, in the post-Pearl
Harbor climate, authorized what turned into mass
internment camps.
Ford called that Feb. 19 "a tad day in American
history" and added: "We now know, what we should
have known then, not only was that evacuation wrong,
but Japanese-Americans were and are loyal Americans."

Classroom shooting
li >

LOS ANGELF5 (API-A man armed with a shotgun
opened fire in a classroom at a computer school
yesterday.
. Police reported one person wa» killed and six others
were injured.
Police I i Dan Cooke said the unidentified gunman,
who was also one of the wounded, was arrested at the
scene. He was tentatively identified as a^ludent at the
Computer Learning Center.
The dead person, who was not immediately identified,
was a student at the school, located in a Wells Fargo
Bank building at the Wilshire business district.

Students experimenting
in television production
have produced a BGTV-7
program which would test
the American public if it
was shown on commercial
television.
Part
of this week's
program includes a film by
Michael Peslikis. graduate
assistant in popular culture,
which uses frontal nudity.

Eric Chabrow, graduate
assistant in journalism and
the show's director, said
"there is nothing very
sexual about it," but the
show uses brief nude scenes
as an artistic effect.
CHABROW said he came
up with the idea and got
Peslikis' film for the show.
Since BGTV-7 is regarded

as closed-circuit television,
it is not limited by the usual
Federal
Communications
Commission
(FCC)
constraints, according to Dr.
David
Clark,
assistant
professor of speech and
adviser to BGTV-7.
"Our
attitude
is
somewhat
different
at
BGTV-7."
since
it
is
non-commercial television.

Kissinger arrives in Brazil
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP>
- Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger
took
his
hemisphere
diplomacy
across the Andes yesterday
from
leftist
Peru
to
anti-Communist Brazil.
Brazil, Latin America's
largest
country,
was
expected to press Kissinger
for greater equality and

importance in its links with
the United States to replace
die status of an ally taken
for granted.
Kissinger
arrived
in
Brasilia in the afternoon.
The secretary took oft
from Lima JIICI waning
Peruvian leftist leaders that
Peru's role in the group of
"nonaligned nations" robs it

of flexibility in foreign
policy.
Penman riot police with
water cannons broke up an
anti-Kissinger
demonstration by more than 30 leftist
students who smashed eight
wwduws at the Arnerii
Embassy in Lima while the
secretary was at a banquet
20 blocks away.

Dr.
Clark
tiid.
Since
commercial
television
is
supported by advertisers
and
advertisers
are
influenced by the public,
Dr. Clark said nudity is not
seen.

The longest country in Europe.
Two months for $195.

Th« Pizza People
of
Bowling Green.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

Education prof dies
Dr. Ross Rowe, professor emeritus of education, died
Tuesday afternoon in North Port Charlotte, Fla.
Dr. Rowe had degrees from the Universities of Idaho
and Oregon He joined the University's special education
faculty in 1965 and served here until June 15, 1<J75,
when he retired because of a medical disability.
AT THE UNIVERSITY Dr. Rowe played an active
role in the development of preparatory programs for
teachers of handicapped children at the undergraduate
and graduate levels.
He is survived by his wife, Nita.
The funeral will be Feb. 23 at the Williams Mortuary
in Idaho Falls. Idaho.

Git Ready for a
FOOT-STOMPING
GOOOOD TIME TONIGHT
at the

Alpha Chi
Raver
YAHOO!

DR. CLARK stressed the
importance of innovativeness in programming at
BGTV-7. He said students
can use the medium as a
way to express political and
personal views -■ thus, some
nudity.
He said that with the
advent of cable and pay
television,
television
standards may change. He
suggested the use of more
in-depth documentaries as
something
commercial
television should look into.
The BGTV-7 show will be
aired at 6 nightly through
Tuesday.

ORWAYSWEDEN
ENMARKGERMA
IF ELECTED
I'LL PUT
HOLLANDBELG
TWO CARS
UMLUXEMBOURG
IN EVERY
GARAGE
RANCEAUSTRIA
AND A
DOMINO'S PIZZA ISWITZERLANDIT
IN EVERY
ALYSPAINPORTU
KITCHEN!
GAL

352-5221

Almost immediately after Ennals spoke, the visiting
secretary of the South-West African People's Organization
(SWAPO) told reporters the Namibian people "reserve the
right to invite Cuban troops" to help free themselves from
South Africa's hold on the mineral-rich land.
The black nationalist official. Moses Garoeb. listed the
huge hydroelectric power project on the Cunene
River-linking Angola with Namibia-as a target of attack by
his guerrilla movement. South Africa sent an estimated
2.S0O-S.0OO troops into Angola nominally to protect the
Cunene installations.
Garoeb claimed his group has promises of active and
continuing backing from the Popular Movement (MPLA) in
Angola.
"The MPLA, SWAPO and the other liberation
movements of Africa started their struggles armed only
with bows and arrows, stones and spears and we could get
no help from the Western powers who were arming the
South Africans and Portuguese," Garoeb said.

Student-Railpass covers 100.000 miles of track in thirteen European countries, all
the way from the Arctic to the Mediterranean. And $195 buys you unlimited
Second Class rail travel for two whole months.
On a student's budget that's some deal. In fact, the only thing cheaper is thumbing it
or wearing down your heels. Besides that, the trains are fast (some zip along at 100 mph),
clean, comfortable and fun. You can go and come whenever you like. And
you'll meet more Europeans than you would on the road.
Trains are dynamite. But how about ferries, lake cruisers,
Eurailpass. Box Q.
river boats and hydrofoils? Student-Railpass covers them,
Stalen Island, NY. 10305
too. And it'll even get you discounts on motorcoach trips.
If you want to do it big and mingle with the First Class
Sounds like an Incredible bargain. Pleas, send me
types, think about Eurailpass. Same places, same trains
tree inlormat'On on Sludenl-Rallpaaaand Eurailpass.
(First Class, though), in two-week, three-week, one-month,
two-month and three-month passes.
Name
To get a Student-Railpass, you have to be a full-time
student, under 26. And both Student-hailpass and
AddressEurailpass are sold here through a Travel Agent.
ee,
-State.
.Z*.
You won't be able to buy them in Europe. So plan ahead.
We've got a big country waiting.
• My Travel Agent la.

STUDENTRAILPASS

Git Down

CLEAN UP
&

wJ

III
April 5-9, Budweiser and ABC Radio will
again sponsor National College Pitch In!

Weak.
THE RULES ARE SIMPLE: Organise
a community improvement activity during
the week of April 5-9, document what you
accomplish, and send it to Pitch In!
THE REWARDS ARE GREAT: You get
a cleaner community and, if you win, a
$1000 or $500 cash award! Any number of
groups per campus may enter.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact
your Dean of Student Activities or writ*
Pitch In! Weak, Dapt. C, c/o ABC Radio,
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York.
N.Y. 10011

Budweiser
PITCH INI FOR AMERICA'S MOTH BIRTMOAV.
tHTtPl NATIONAL COLLEGE PITCH INI WEEK TODAY.

I
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Short plays presented
Seven
one-ict
plays
directed
by
graduate
students in theater will be
presented
tonight
and
tomorrow night as part of a
seminar
class
in theater
direction.
Dr.
Frank
Miesle.
professor of speech and the
course's instructor, said this
is the first time students in
the class have had to direct
«
one-act
play
for
production.

Sara
Gabel-Krauch,
and
IThe Imaginary Cuckold,"
by Moliere and directed by
Chris Flahirty.

Tonight's
plays
will
include "I Rise in Flame.
Cried The Phoenix." written
by Tennessee Williams and
directed by Pamela Bongas.
as well as "The Player
Meeting," written
by
a
black
playwright
and
directed by Gladys Perry.

Tomorrow
night three
one-acts will be presented.
One is "Bird Bath," i
serious
play
written by
Leonard Melfi and directed
by Kim Sharp.

ALSO ON tonight's bill
are "Not EnouRli Rope," a
comedy
by
Elaine May

Two lighter plays also
will be presented. Pamela

which will be directed by

Hill will direct the absurdist
comedy "Till Death Do Us.
. ."written by Carter Lewis,
while
Chekhov's
farcical
"Marriage Proposal" will be
directed
by
Lynnc
Wentworth.
The
plays
will
be
presented beginning at 8
both
nights
in
405

ACR08S
1 Twiet
6 Child of French
cuisine
Little pest
Soon
Fotoc.aU
Geometric

10
14
16
18

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
R—

points
17 Vapor. Prefix
18 Captain
Edward Taach
20 Stouts, for
ertamnle
22 Biblical lion
23 Its IB Down
$4 Driver's org
$6 Cricket bowler

18 Naval rank: Abbr.

University Hall. All seats are
25 cents and are available

30 Muaical talant

only al the door.

Suffix
38 Artiat
38 Mix, in
pharmacy
39 Doer: Suffix
40 Sun-dried clay
41 N'aceaaitiaa for
colonial wri tan
43 Nonelectronic
computer
44 Souchong
46 Dye-yielding
tree of the P. I.
46 Uniquely
coated animal
47 GameofEaat
Indian origin
49 Playground
gam.
62 Sea duck
66 Coal product
66 Linen cloth
68 Historic fortreeaof 1942

31 Bank abbr.
$4 Worship o(:
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Art show

created by Claire Romano and John Ross, professionals from New York, considered
to be among the foremost collagniph printnukers in the VS (Newsphoto by Lance

i.

27 Jet
29 Just cause for
a scratch

31 Hobbies
32 Leytes
neighbor
33 Muecial
abbr.
34 Leave out
36 Salesman's
offerings
Jewish month
Operating
Capek classic
Ancient bronze

46
47
48

66 Two or more
workhorses

4A

8 Happening
9©uery
10 Grimace
coarsely
11 Good soil
12 Curtain color
13 Harps
19 Character in
folktales
21 Hi-fi production
26 Spaniard's
name

37
39
42
43

68 Positive pole
67 Bones: LaL

50
51
52
53
64
57
59
60

in Ion
Urgetl
Jewish festival
Humpback
salmon
Another: LaL
Doings: Lat.
Away!
Icecream treat
Ionian gulf
Vision: Prefix
Irish
"sweetheart'
Caviar

\

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

An unusual form of printed art is being presented in the collagniph print show
through Feb. 27 in the Fine Arts Gallery, Art Building. The exhibited prints were

4 Recognize

36 Letter

61 French menu
item
62 Against
63 Ballet by Agnee
daMUIa
64 Type of
fastener

3 49th atate locale

7 Find out

27

26

2 Within: Prefix
5 Biblical
euffeiai
6 German
diacritical
mark

16

IS

17
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w rr rr TT

r r~

DOWN
1 Moslem ahrine
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OPPORTUNITIES

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

/?*

Oof your choice
of student
suites now for
summer & fall
at:

ium

view

■pirtmtnti

student section
phone 352-5088

s

ALL 6.98 $LIST LPs
ONLY 3.99
M-Sat 11 AM -7 PM
wo have the everyday
lowest prices In town

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS
134WWOOSTERST
('/* block west of Main St.)

the BG News

Is taking
applications
for

ML Ml. MR.
U, H0U DOES
THEF0REI6N
MNISmmU

THECHAKMAN
HASASAW6
PERTINENT 10

Natm-izmn mRamcn.
now _

Spring and Summer assignments for seniors
and grad students with backgrounds in
Business Administration, Mathematics,
Science, French, Nursing, Marketing,
Industrial Technology and many more
fields are being filled now. Sign up today
at the Placement Office for a talk with a
former Peace Corps or VISTA volunteer:
Ftb. 24 - 26
General Placement Office,
B.G.S.U.

Sportswear-Suits-Dresses

Ii»
i;

11 ■ Sweat* draws. • I ind2pc
17 Soitt Kmi. denim, corduroy

S9.99
$14 99
$9.99
$9.99

GROUP . Slack., skirts. Mouses, topi...NOW...60 to 75%

................................••««
Sleep wea r • Robes • Lingerie

> 6 • ROOM Ouritid Reg. $20 00 tlB.00...NOW...JM.99
I 5 • Rob*. - Velveiour - R»g. $25 00 - $27.00
)» off
! 1 • Poronoir Mt Reg. $24.00
NOW... $10 99
• Terry oh rood - Rag $11.00
NOW
.$10.99
► 3 - PJ.s w/feet Reg. 110.00 - $16.00 NOW
t 3.99
, 2» • Gowns - Night*, Ira . flannel & nylon
NOW H off
1^17
JSW

Short h^l.I*. RM $400 $$.00. NOW. $149
fere's Asonod Styles NOW
40 60% off

Accessories

$1 99
$2 99

•II im.ll sue.
52 . Puna (Leath* -Vinyli . Clothil.. NOW...25 to 60% off
32- Bait. lalectad .tyls.
NOW
$.99 to $1.99
JEWELRY ■ 30% to 76% off

• ••MM

MANY UNLISTED ITEMS
(all subject to prior sale)

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

*
!••••••;•••••••••••••*•;
isc I terns

Ml

Bulletin Board..
Stationary
Muirc DOKM.—
Cards-east
Metallic g.N on
Seeling Wa« Sets
Ring holdart

study toward MS and PHD
in all areas of chem. Write
Graduate Chairman, Dept.
of
Cham..
Ohio
Univ.,
Athens. Oh. 45701.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday, February 20, 1976
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St., Noon.
The Way meeting Parry Rm., Union, 7 p.m.
Sell-Discovery through art workshop Rm. 320 Stud. Serv.
1-5 p.m. Open to all.
Sunday. February 22, 1976
Active Christians Today worship service Co
10:30 a.m.

mons NE cafe

,

H off
40* to 60% off
40% to 60% off
NOW 6/S.2S
NOW 3/S.28
X off
NOW $.99

ATTENTION
PREMED.
STUDENTS.
Enrollments
are now being accepted for
tutoring for the upcoming
April MCAT exam. Classes
will be offered locally. For
information
call
collect,
(614) 486-9646. Stanley H.
Kaplan Educational Center.
1890
Northwest
Blvd.
Columbus. Ohio 43212.

BGSU Fin-n-Falcon scuba club meating Nat. 8 p.m.
FOR SALE
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes, 7-9 p.m.
Duplicate Bridge Match Ohio Suite. Union, 1:30 p.m. Open
to exper. players w/ or w/out partner.

Gibson SG $275. Ovation,
solid
body
eltc.
$195.
352^907.
Harmon
Kardon
receiver
330A.
BSR
fully
auto,
turntable. $100 352-2872.

Active Christians Toda": Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 3&6
p.m.

Must sell black on white
Hagstrom lead guitar and
Sonax
730-G amp. with
extra appendages. $300 or
bast offer. Call 352-1326.

With the Valentines, hairy
buffalo, and the Sigma Nus,
Friday the 13 couldn't have
been unlucky! Thanks, the
Gamma Phis.

'66 Mercury Comet. Many
new
parts-running
wail.
Body-fair
condition.
352-04 79 after 3 p.m. Best
offer.

Judo club practice/work-out
p.m.

16 - Surf fun - R*f, $4.00 to $8.00 ...NOW
28 ■ Pr. Leather dree, glovn . $7.00 ■ SI3 00

■

^—

/

CLaSSIFIED ~*®*~

BGSU Skating Club matting, lea Arena, 1-3 p.m. Bring
money for Ice Follies.
Monday, February 23, 1976

ALL WINTER HATS - SCARVES - GLOVES....* off
14 - hat. mi. styles R<«. $3.00 - S6.00
$99
6 - hst/scsrf im Reg. $9 00
NOW
42.99

...NOW. $2.99 to $9.99
NOW
1 pnc.
tt price

I

)0IJR£AU2e.0F
UUL.Y0U
COURSE, THAT IT
tMM We
MAtESNOStNSe U0NDESED
UHATSOEVtR
ABOUT THAT

Applications should
be returned to
106 Univ. Hall by

You can play an important role in improving
the living conditions of low-income people
in the U.S. and 69 developing nations thru
VISTA and the Peace Corps.

Jackm Corduroy . Reg. S26.00
NOW
J.ck.r w/hood Reg. $62.00
NOW
■ JMhM MtflM lined) • Re*. $28.00
NOW
• Bulky Samifi ■ Rag 23.00 • 34.00 NOW
Sweaters . Bel. of Slock ■ Reg. 12.00 21.00

BORNOF STONES."

FAsamtnmi
REALLY VtRY
FASCmVNb..

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

PEACE CORPS-VISTA

3
1
2
4

\

IT IS THIS: -IN A
sunmettmmjPE,
tomseoHESA
CHOBiAHD THERE
MBNDCHCmn

4:00 WED. FEB. 25

352-4812

After Inventory Sole
totVAlffrfetwyM

UELL.l
THOUSHT
HBM6HT.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: 3 torquoisa rings
2/10/75
Call
372-4763.
REWARD.
SERVICES OFFERED
Typing done.
2-4087.

Call

Jackie,

Color portraits. Call Hagtr
Studio's.
Typing, fast and accurate.
352-2809.
PERSONALS
Congrats to Shannon Farrell
on being elected asst. 2nd
Vice Pras. of Jr. Pjnhei.
Love, the AX'S.
Good
luck
Alpha
Skj
superstars: Bill * Don. The
Little Sigs.
Cathy Fant: Gat Wall Soon!
The Alpha Sigs miss you!

Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30

Congratulations Sigma Chi
on 17-1 record in winter
sports...keep up the good
work.

1971 2402 Arizona car.
Some
rough
mach.
3721637.
V> ton 1975 Chevy Pick-Up,
352-4219.

Congratulations
Hank
a>
Pam on your Sigma Chl-AX
pinning. The Brothers of
Sigma Chi.

"73 Pont. Ventura Hatch/B,
V-8, vg cond. 372-2826. 8-5
p.m.

Happy Birthday Rosa Elian.
I didn't forget. Time cures
all. Love. JB.

69
Fairlane 6 cylinder.
2-door. ax. run. cond. $400.
352-3746 after 5.

Pledging Is over at last. I
didn't forget. Time cures all.
Love. JB.

FOR RENT

Pledging is over at last.
Congrats to the neophytes:
Love, Your AX Sisters.
CHEM Majors - Pre-meds.
Financial assistance, $4000
plus all tuition as Grad.
Assoc.
IS available for

House avail,
immed., 4
bdrm. - max 6 students.
$60/mo. each.
Minimum
rant $240/mo. 352-7416.
Apt. avail, immed. 1 bdrm.
352-4150 or 352-9302.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.

352-1800 or 352-4671.

2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MEPRV NEAR
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION
*2
BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. AC. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-738).

Lrge. 2 bdrm. opts, for 4
students, near campus $80
to 85'mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
Summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas.
heat. & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
turn.
air,
270/mo.
plus
util.
Call
353-7381.

;
.
\

V> house 1 bdrm. for 3 <
students. 9 mo. lease across ;
from campus. 352-7365.
:
Campus Manor has spr. qtr. Openings for m & f to fill 4 , :
man
apts.
352-9302
or
352-7365 evenings.
House 3 bedrm. turn., tor 6'-:i
students near campus. 9 mo "I
lease. 352-7365.
2 bdrm. apt.
avail. 3/1/76
Reduced rate.
352-4174 after

on 2nd St.
or 3/15/76.
352-5239 or
5:30.

:•
>•
*
|

1 bdrm. furn. apts. 1 Vr blks. ::
from campus leasing for all i: a
ei/or summ. 352-5239 or ft; I
823-7555 after 5:30 p.m.
*$J
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Trivia Bowl to be held
What color is ordinary kryptonite? Who
was Dudley Do-Right's arch rival? With
whom did King Kong fall in love? What
color is an orange? Who is buried in Grant's
tomb? If you know the answers to these
questions you stand a good chance for
success in the University Trivia Bowl.
At 7 p.m. Mar. I in the fourth floor South
Hall studios of BG-TV 7, teams will face off
for the campus championship.
COMPETITION will
be taped for
broadcast over BG-TV 7 and on WBGU
radio. A limited studio audience will be
admitted.
Students, faculty and staff may form

two-member teams for the competition.
Team rtgisteration is in the Union Activities
Organization (UAO) office, third floor of
the Union, or competitors can call the UAO
office, 372-2343. There is no registration
fee and contest winners will be awarded a
prije.
THE QUESTIONS used in the contest will
come from the popular history of the mass
media, including television, radio, comic
books and music.
In case you aie not a trivia expert, the
answers to the questions are as follows:
green, Snidely Whiplash. Fay Wray, orange
and Grant.

House Ethics Committee
to probe publication
WASHINGTON (AP) -The House voted yesterday
to
order
its
Ethics
Committee to investigate
the leak of its secret
IntelligenceCommittee
report and to determine
whether to take action
against CBS correspondents
Daniel Schorr for his role in
its publication.
The chamber approved
269-1 IS
a
resolution
ordering the probe and
saying
it
appears
the
"alleged actions of the1 said
Daniel Schorr may be in
contempt of or a breach of
the privileges of this house."
The resolution suggests
no specific action against
the correspondent.
But Rep. Samuel Stratton
(D-N.Y.). who introduced
the resolution, suggested
Schorr's press card could be
voided or that he could be
cited for contempt of
Congress. The resolution
leaves any recommendation
up to members of the Ethics
Committee.

To unwind after the big game, get informed and impress his
friends all at the same time. Robert Wlliamsj' senior (AAS), '•
ponders a copy of the News outside the Men's Gym. (Newsphoto
by Lance Wynn)

inquiry, but I'm not willing
to join in an inquisition."
Schorr has acknowledged
he
is
responsible
for
publication
of
the
Intelligence
Committee
report in two parts over the
last two weeks by a New
York weekly newspaper, the
Village Voice. The report is
still classified as secret.
Much of what was in the
report already had been
reported by Schorr and
others.

DEMOCRATIC
Leader
Thomas O'Neill Jr. opposed
the investigation, saying the
media should be allowed to
handle their own affairs.

"I DECIDED." Schorr
said in a public statement,
'"that with much of the
contents already known I
could not be the one
responsible for suppressing
the report."
The
House resolution
cites that statement by
Schoir in ordering the
investigation
of
circumstances surrounding
its publicaiton.
Stratton
said
the
resolution focuses on Schon
because "we know he was
involved"
but
the
congressman added that it
was
possible
the
investigation also would
involve who supplied Schorr
with the report.

Other members expressed
oppuululn as well. in. !udiug
'Rep."
Bob
Eckhardl
(D-Tex), who declared:
"I'm willing to join in an

IT MIGHT tike a long
time to determine who that
was, Stratton said, adding
that the House should go

Education scholarships offered
The Alumni Association
is
awarding
six
$300
scholarships to students in
the College of Education.

Bldg.
and
must
be
returned to the office by
Mai. 31.

Applications for these
scholarships are obtainable
in the Program Advisement
pffice.
365
Education

THE RECIPIENT must
be a full-lime junior in the
College of Education who
lives within a 50-mile radius
of Toledo and hat a

Thanks for the three
years. Good luck to
thcnewstaff.--C.R.

minimum
accumulative
point
average
of 3.0.
Preference is given to the
son
or
daughter
of
University alumnus.
Winners
will
be
announced at the College of
Education Honors Banquet.
May 18.

ahead with its investigation
of whether Schorr is in fact
in contempt of Congress
and whether he should be
punished.
"The ' resources of the
FBI have been extended to
the House to help find out
who leaked the report to
Schorr." Stratton said, "but
it took them a long time to
find Patty Hearst."
President Ford said last
week he would make "all
services and resources of the
executive branch" available
to the House to track the
leak, but Speaker Carl
Albert replied he didn't plan
to accept the offer.
SCHORR has refused to
say who gave him the
report.
Rep.
Don
Edwards.
IM'alil., said the issue of
freedom of the press "is
very much involved here."
"By bringing it up this
way
and
naming
Mr.
Schorr,"
Edwards
said,
"there is a very chilling
effect on reporters' right to
receive
classified
information."

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.
PHONE

352-6293
705 7th STRUT]

local briefs
Bullotpanol
The
University
Police-Community
Advisory
Committee will meet at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday in the Pink
Dogwood Suite. Union.
The ammunition subcommittee will give a report at
that time on its research concerning the adoption of an
alternative type of bullet for use by University Police
The session is open to the public.

WBQU-TV
An open hearing on the Instructional Television
service of WBGU-TV. Channel 57, will be from 3-4:30
p.m. today in the WBGU studios on Troupe Street.
The hearing's purpose is to provide a subcommittee of
the WBGU-TV Evaluation Committee with input from
actual and potential users of this service. The public is
encouraged to attend and share its views.

Jamaica trip
There are two openings due to cancellations for the
Union Activities Organization (UAO) Montego Bay
Jamaica trip scheduled for spring break.
Anyone interested can contact the UAO office, third
floor of the Union, by noon Monday. The trip is
sponsored by the UAO travel committee.

Band fostlval
A high school stage hand festival is set for Sunday in
the Grand Ballroom. Union, beginning at 9:30 a.m. and
continuing throughout the day.
All events except the 7 p.m. concert are tree and open
to the public. Tickets for the evening concert are $2 for
adults and SI for students and children. Tickets may be
purchased at the Union ticket office.

Geology talk
A geology talk on mineral resources will be at noon
today in 70 Operman Hall.
Dr. James Bevcr. professor of geology at Miami
University will lecture on "Mineral Resources, Past,
Present and Future."

String quartet
The University String Quartet will present a concert at
8 p.m. Sunday in the Main Auditorium, University Hall
The prewntltiun will include music by Haydn.
Dohnanyi and Beethoven.
Admission is $2 or a subscription voucher for adults
and 50 cents for Student! and children.

Beauty Salon

Steppe's

PHONE 352-9344
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Jazz Trombonist

Bill Watrous
with the BGSU JAZZ LAB BAND
Sun., Feb. 22 7 p.m.
*2 adults
Grand Ballroom, Union '1 student*]
tickets available at UAO office,
third floor, Union and at the door

From
one beer lover
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■
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OPEN
9 am - 11 p.m. Weekdays 3 Sunday
9 am - 12 pm Friday S Saturday

Bills challenge skaters
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon hockey squad will try to extend the Division
I jinx on SUNY BufTalo this weekend.
The Bulls, a Division II member of the Eastern Collegiate
Ath'etic Conference (ECAC), will invade the Ice Arena for
a pair of 7:30 non-league contests tonight and tomorrow
night.
Althojgh coach Ed Wright's crew enters this final home
series of the season for the eighth ranked (writers' poll)
Falcons with a 11-11 -I season record, they hold a 0-6 mark
against Division I competition.
With only Bowling Green and Western Michigan left ar
Division I games. Buffalo already has lost to the Falcons'
Central Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) sisters Ohio
State (6-3.8-2) and Lake Superior (8-5.8-4).

f*0^jml
wOui

Falcon skater Byron Shutl drives the puck past a sprawled Western Michigan goalie
May during Wednesday night's 4-2 victory over the Broncos at the Ice Arena.
BG center Dave Easton (17) and two Western defenders look on. (Newsphoto by
Mindy Milligan).

Don

Hoops ters host Hurons
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The IWH head coaches
involved
in
tomorrow
night's
Howling
Green-Eastern
Michigan
basketball game will have
different |obl next season.
BG'l Pal Haley turned in
his resignation, effective at
the end of the iMton,
Sunday And at Eastern,
Athletic
Directot Albert
Smith
announced
two
weeks ago that Huron boss
AM Irciind would not be
refined next ycai
Are the iv in) damaging
affects ol the situation''
In Bowling Green's case.
Ilalcv's move has relaxed

the cagcrs. The last two
days of
workouts are
evidence.
PLAYERS
HUSTLED,
shouted, worked hard and
generally enjoyed the hour
and a half sessions.
"In our situation, it's
obvious.'"
Haley
said
following
yesterday's
liec-spirited drill. "We've
just got good kids.
"In a situation like this it
gets down to the quality of
people you have in the
program," Haley added.
"The other night at
Loyola, they (BG players)
were probably under a lot
of turmoil," he continued,
".nul we shot 25 per cent

Women's track
!l>. Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

Bowling Green's women's
lltdooi track team collected
three first places Wednesday
night
il
the
Eastern
Michigan Universit) (EMU)
Invitational at Bowcn Field
House
"Team standings were
not kepi .ii the meet," BG
coach Daw Williams said.
"but we fared well in
comparison to the othei
teams."
Othei le mis enter d were
host
I astern
Michigan.
Western Mulligan. Michigan
Stale. Windsor College and
Michigan Junior College.
rWO INDIVIDUAL fust
places were eainered by
Falcons Jan Samuelson in
the
880-yard
run and
Debbie Romsek in the
440 saul run. They ran
iheii events in 2 .'I i and
oil respei liver)
Samuelson and Romsek
were also a part ol ihe
victorious 880 medle) relay
team with Diane Evans and
Polly Koch The quartet
finished the medley in
1:59.9
Romsek and Evans placed
third
and
fourth
respectively In the 60-yard
hurdles in 9.2 and 9.n
seconds

In
other
individual
events. Polly Koch finished
third in the 60-yard dash
(7.5), Karen Boyle placed
fourth in the 440 (64.6)
followed
by
teammate
I \nnc llcckman.
fifth
(65.3).
lama
Knudson
placed sixth in the mile in
6:02.4.
BG"S 440 "A" relay team
of Evans, Koch. Samuelson
and Romsek finished its
event in 55.1 for second
place. The "B" team of
sisters Tracy and Sandy
Gilbert, Amy Krauss and
llcckman finished fifth in
the 440 relay (58.6) and
fourth in the 880 relay
(2.07).
The Falcon "C" team of
Ann
McKcnna.
Laura
Knudson. Kathy llodkey
and Wagner finished the 880
relay in MSJ tor fifth
place
In
the field events,
llodkey placed second in
the shot put (35.6) and
Ionia Miller placed fourth
in the same event (33.10).
Krauss jumped 4-8 for
second place in the high
jump while McKenna and
Heckman tied for fifth with
leaps of 4-4.
Boyle had a long jump of
14-10, good for fourth
place

Matmen host Bobcats
Today the impioved Bowling Green wrestling squad faces
an ideal situation when hosting Ohio University (OU) in
Anderson Arena at 4:30 p.m.
The match pits the Bobcats, shooting for their seventh
straight
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
mat
championship, against the Falcons, who are 7-8 overall and
2-5 in the MAC.
However, the big story in this battle is that OU. boasting
a 9-1 record and an undefeated league slate, must stay sharp
for next weekend's MAC championships at Miami
University Coach Bruce Bellard's Falcons have nothing to
lose and everything to gain with an upset over the rugged
Bobcats.
"THE WAY THAT we have been wrestling lately, you
never know." Bellard said Wednesday in reference to a
possible victory. "Our team has improved so much through
the year."
ALTHOUGH Jay Liles, Joe Kosch, Bill Frazier and
heavyweight Jeff Polhemus all have recorded nine or more
victories, it will take a team effort to down OU.
The invading Bobcats, who have three unbeaten
matmen- Andy
Daniels.
Dave
Hopkins
and
Gus
Malavite-have lost to Big Ten contender Michigan.

from the field and we only
lost
by ten. We got
out-rebounded the first half,
but we out-rebounded them
the second half."
The loss in Chicago left
the Falcons with a 9-13
overall record with just four
games left after tomorrow's
contest, slated for a 7:30
p.m. start in Anderson
Arena.
THE LOCAL hoop bunch
owns a 5-6 Mid-American
Conference (MAC) mark,
while its opponent is just
III) in the league and 7-1S
overall.
The Hurons were the
victims of a come-from-behind 71-68 win by BG
earlier in the season.
Center Bob Riddle is
Eastern's top performer,
averaging 17.3 points and
8.9 rebounds per game. He
gets scoring support from
point guard
Dan Hoff
(13.5), forward Walt Jones
(9.9), and guard Bill Weaver
(9.1), who had a hot hand
in the first meeting of the
two teams.
"OF COURSE, Weaver
burnt the heck out of us up
there," Haley said of the
sophomore's II of 15 field
performance. "We put him
on the map. and now we'll

have to try to take him
off."
Freund's other starter is
sophomore forward Doug
Reynolds (5.8) from nearby
Elmwood High School.
"Reynolds has got the
incentive since he's playing
in his back yard." Haley
said. "And Hoff and Riddle
are tough, so we'll have our
hands full."
Senior
forward
John
Arnold (7.4) will replace
Greg Kampe (23) in the BG
starting quintet, according
to Haley.
"Kampe's going to play a
lot, though," the Falcon
mentor said. "I think he can
be a great spark off the
bench."
THE
MOVE
should
benefit
leading
scdrer
Tommy Harris, who has
been playing out of position
at
forward.
Although
"Hollywood's
scoring
average has dipped slightly
to
18.5. he's still the
second-best scorer in the
MAC and he's the Falcons
third-best rebounder.
Senior captain
Andre
Richardson
(9.3,
8.7
rebounds) and former high
school
teammates
Ron
Hammye
(14.9,
9.8
rebounds) and Jim Feckley
(3.6) complete the starters.

CCHA Standings
BOWLING GREEN
St. Louis
Lake Superior
Western Michigan
Ohio State

CCHA
9-3
83
64
3-9
2-10

Overall
17-7-1
20-12
17-12-1
12-12-1
17-12-1

Pts.
18
16
12
6
4

Think Orange
l LKCPI
,_.
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x») Un,Travel Charters

Why
Myadec?
$4.98

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS, INC
111 Railroad Street
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

MORROW has been slowed the past two weeks with a I
hip pointer received in the waning moments of a 7-6 loss
al the University of Michigan.
While Mike Hartman (20-26-46) and defenscman John;
Mavity (11-21-32) continue to lead the Falcon scoring
parade. Buffalo will counter with a high-scoring line of left .
wing Jack Kaminska (21-16-37), center Rick Wolstenholme'
(19-22-41 land right wing Rick Costello(9^i-l5).
Foi Costello, the trip to BG will offer a touch of irony.
The senior forward transferred to Buffalo two years after
playing one year under Jack Vivian and Mason here.
SAVES-Both squads will start the same goalie each ^
night. With Sarachman still out. Mike I mt (2 60 goals
against average) will go for BG and John Mooie (4(>0) will
start in the Buffalo nets.

•

The Rink Rat MVP vote for the Western Michigan game
went to Liut. Gagner finished second and Hartman third.

SPORTS
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Swimmers host E. Michigan
By David Smercina
Staff Writer
A win in tomorrow's
meet, the final one of the
year, will give the BG swim
team its first winning season
in the last three years.
The Falcon tankers host
Eastern Michigan University
(EMU) at 4 p.m. in the
Natatorium. BG hopes to
avenge last year's 85-29
embarrassment inflicted by
EMU.
Coach Tmi Stubbs said
he thought that a win would
be good for the team and
that the Falcon swimmers
will have a little added
incentive going for the
winning season.
"WE'VE GOT a shot at
them, but we'll have to put
it together." Stubbs said.
"Mentally we're O.K.. but
physically there are SOUK
question marks."
Many Falcons have been
hampered by some minor
injuries and illnesses. Jon
Watts. Randy Richards and
Kurt Lee were sidelined
during a good portion of the

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

SUNY Buffalo at BOWLING GREEN (2)
St. Louis at Western Michigan (2)
Lake Superior at Ohio State (2)

Bowling Green's junior
varsity
women
cagers
remain
unbeaten
after
edging the University of
Toledo (TU) varsity squad
48-44. Tuesday night at the
Toledo Field house.
The junior
Ladybirds
now own an 8-0 record
while TU slipped to 2-5.
BG led the Rockets.
27-20. at halftime but were
outscored. 24-21. in the
second half. However, it was
a case of too little and too
late for TU
LEADING-scorei Mary
Woods again paced the
Ladybirds with 12 points.
BG
center
Pat Walter
dropped in four from the
floor and two from the free
throw line for 10 points. TU
guard Gretchen Smith was
high scorer for both teams
with 22 points.
Kathy
Costello
was
leading rebounder for the
Ladybirds with 10. Gail
Billet had nine rebounds
while Walter had eight. BG
out-rebounded TU, 41-30.

The BG New

E.M.P.A.

Weekend Action

JV Basketball

"I DONT know much about them (Buffalo)." Falcon
coach Ron Mason said. 'We have to play well and guard
against a letdown. This series will give us a chance to get
our feet back on the ground after a couple of tough
weeks."
A Bowling Green letdown would come after Wednesday
night's 4-2 league victory over Western Michigan.
That win. which boosted the Falcons' CCHA record to
8-3 and overall slate to 17-7-1. was significant in uountless
ways:
-it broke a four-game losing streak that dated back to a
6-3 win over Western Michigan on January 31:
--it gave the Falcons sole possession of first place in the
CCHA race with four league games to play:
--it came without the services of goalie Al Sarachman and
right wing Jack Lame, who were on the sidelines nursing
injuries:
-and it produced a pair of new forward line
combinations which accounted for three goals.

AS OF Thursday's practice, those two Falcon fronts,
which consist of center Dan Gagner and wings Steve
Douglass and Rich Nagai and Tom Newton centering Mike
Hartman and Paul Tilantic (who played together last'
Saturday), will remain intact, according to Mason.
"I was happy with the play or our lines against Western."
Mason said. "Gagner's line held their own and scored a Roal.
And I thought Nagai had his best game of the season.
^ I
"The lines had great hustle and they weren't
intimidated," Mason said. 'That's been the problem lately.
They've been intimidated and thinking too much.
j
"I still thought we had our problems," he said, "but we #,
only allowed two goals Our defense was also better and I
saw signs of Morrow (BG defenscman Ken) coming back.
He has to pla"y well if we're going to win."

week. Lee is questionable
for the meet.
Even at full strength, the
Falcons will not have an
easy time with EMU. The
Hurons
feature
Bill
Thompson, who has the
best time of the year in the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) in the 200-yard
freestyle, and Bruce Howell.
who
has
the
top
bteaststroke tune in the
MAC.
SIUBBS
SAID
he
believes that there will be
several kev races in the meet

if the Falcons aie to
triumph. BG will have to
outscore the Hurons in the
distance events, which will
require a drop in time foi
Watts, and win the butlerlly
and backstroke, two events
that look even on paper.
"We've got to win Ihe
close races and keep them
from taking one-two on us
in a couple of events."
Stubbs said. "We'd also like
to pick up a relay, but I
don't know, they have
better times than us in both
of them."

II BC; is lo pull out the
win. it will take depth. The
second and third places and
the relays could end up
determining the outcome.
Stubbs said thai EMU has a
little more depth than the
Falcons, especially in the
freestyle, backstroke and
butterfly.
Even though so much is
riding on the meet, (lie team
i\ taking it as an unjinar)
meet, according to the!
coach
Tlie
team
is
preparing tor ilu MAC
championships March 4-6 at \
Miami University.
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